thanks Keri....we'll take care of it..

-Juergen

At 03:24 PM 1/31/2017, you wrote:

Juergen,

Item 15-96 duplicates a Legacy item (19889) that was voted/accepted on Ballot 2 of SBVR 1.4 and it should be closed/deleted from the system. See attached copy of the submission of 19889 at the end of this email.

~ Keri

On Jan 31, 2017, at 2:02 AM, SBVR 1.5 RTF (No Reply) <jira+sbvr-rtf@omg.org> wrote:

Mariano Benitez moved an issue

SBVR 1.5 RTF / SBVR15-96
SBVR Issue - Stand-Alone 'Must' in a Necessity
Change By: Mariano Benitez
Project: SBVR 1.3 5 RTF
Key: SBVR13 SBVR15 - 89 96
Affects Version/s: SBVR 1.2
Affects Version/s: SBVR 1.2

This message was sent by Atlassian JIRA (v6.1.2#6157-sha1:98c7292)
Juergen, Please post this new SBVR issue.

Thx,
Ron

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Issue: Stand-Alone 'Must' in a Necessity**

The second Necessity for "adopted definition" on p.137 includes a stand-alone "must". Use of a stand-alone "must", with its inherent sense of obligation, in Necessities is inappropriate. (In reviewing the whole document, this is the only case I find of its use in a Necessity.)

Resolution

Change:

Necessity: Each adopted definition must be of a concept in the body of shared meanings that unites the semantic community that has the speech community.

to

Necessity: Each adopted definition is of a concept in the body of shared meanings that unites the semantic community that has the speech community.